Outside Lecture Close
End - Emotional Close
- Example of a patient’s or your own story.
Close
Research has shown that the human body was meant to last to the age of 120, yet statistics
show that, on average, the human body is dying at age 76.
My question to you is, how long do you really want to live…with a quality of life? I’m not
talking about a wheelchair, an attendant and a bladder bag! And question #2. What are you
doing with your temple, your body today, to ensure that you live with a quality and quantity
of life?
Understand that 1 out of every 3 people will die of cancer or heart disease! 40% of heart
disease deaths, the first symptom that killed them was a heart attack.
How many would agree, by a raise of hands that we tend to judge our health by how we feel?
Yet we can all have high blood pressure, blocked arteries, a tumor…all causing damage, yet
we don’t feel it.
Now do you think people who have died from heart disease or cancer, would do it
differently, if they had the opportunity to prevent their death, by not waiting for that first
symptom?
Many of you have checked off many symptoms on your “Got Subluxation” survey. Some of
you are taking dangerous drugs, hoping it will go way. Yet those body signals are warning
signs, and I guarantee that your body is in a state of malfunction, or disease and is not in a
state of optimal health.
Our body communicates with us, telling us that it is having challenges with being healthy!
Now I want to ask all of you, is your health enough of a priority, to find the cause of your
problem or at least get rid of it. Or do you want to wait and hope that “it will go away”?
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If your health is a priority, as it is for most people, I want you to check the box on the survey
that says “yes”.
This week (next week) only, I am donating (#) examination appointments to the “Children’s
Wish Foundation”. These (#) exam appointments are only for those searching for hope or for
those searching for answers to their health concerns.
Our exam costs are normally ($115.00). We are absorbing the entire amount for a minimum
donation of $35.00 to the Children’s Wish Foundation. This entitles you to a complete,
comprehensive, thorough, and professional neurological and spinal examination and your
report of findings. There is no obligation to be under care.
Simply check the box or see my assistant (name) at the back to reserve your appointment.
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